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Large crystals of La2−xCa1+xCu2O6 (La-Ca-2126) with x = 0.10 and 0.15 have been grown
and converted to bulk superconductors by high-pressure oxygen annealing. The superconducting
transition temperature, Tc, is as high as 55 K; this can be raised to 60 K by post-annealing in air.
Here we present structural and magnetic characterizations of these crystals using neutron scattering
and muon spin rotation techniques. While the as-grown, non-superconducting crystals are single
phase, we find that the superconducting crystals contain 3 phases forming coherent domains stacked
along the c axis: the dominant La-Ca-2126 phase, very thin (1.5 unit-cell) intergrowths of La2CuO4,
and an antiferromagnetic La8Cu8O20 phase. We propose that the formation and segregation of the
latter phases increases the Ca concentration of the La-Ca-2126, thus providing the hole-doping that
supports superconductivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

The variety of cuprate compounds that exhibit super-
conductivity is remarkable; however, the set of cuprate
families for which large superconducting crystals can
readily be grown is much more limited. Such large crys-
tals are needed for neutron scattering studies of the mag-
netic excitations, where it is of interest to establish uni-
versal behaviors across multiple families. While suitable
crystals of La2−xSrxCaCu2O6 (La-Sr-2126)1 as well as
La2−xCa1+xCu2O6 (La-Ca-2126)2 have been grown pre-
viously and studied by neutron diffraction1,3, those sam-
ples exhibited little to no superconductivity. Obtaining
crystals with a large superconducting volume fraction has
been a challenge, because synthesis of superconducting
samples requires annealing in high-pressure oxygen4. We
have finally been able to achieve this last step, and in this
paper we describe the synthesis conditions and magnetic
and structural characterizations of the resulting crystals.

The La-Sr/Ca-2126 system is certainly not new. The
first report of La2−xA1+xCu2O6−x/2 (A =Ca, Sr) was

made by Raveau and coworkers5 almost four decades
ago. Following the discovery of superconductivity in
La2−xBaxCuO4

6, Torrance et al.7 reported on the metal-
lic, but non-superconducting, character of La2SrCu2O6.2,
followed by crystallographic studies of La-Ca-21268 and
La2SrCu2O6

9. It was not long before Cava et al.4 an-
nounced the discovery of superconductivity with a tran-
sition temperature, Tc, of ∼ 60 K in La-Sr-2126; the key
here was to anneal in high-pressure oxygen. Numerous
studies of synthesis conditions and superconductivity in
La-Sr-212610,11 and La-Ca-212612–15 quickly followed.

Millimeter-size crystals of La-Ca-2126 were initially
grown from a CuO flux; these were rendered supercon-

ducting, with Tc as high as 40 K by annealing in an O2

partial pressure of 300 atm at 1080◦C16. Larger crystals
(4 mm φ× 30 mm) were grown by the travelling-solvent
floating-zone (TSFZ) method, where annealing in 400
atm of O2 at 1080◦C yielded Tc ≈ 45 K17. One of us
(GDG) was able to grow large crystals of La-Sr-2126 in
11 bar O2, which showed onset Tc’s over 40 K, but with
a very small superconducting volume fraction (< 7% as
measured by magnetic shielding)18.

Here we focus on crystals of La2−xCa1+xCu2O6 with
x = 0.10 and 0.15. Annealing in >∼ 0.11 GPa (1100 atm)
partial pressure of O2 yields sharp superconducting tran-
sitions with Tc up to 60 K (after post-annealing). The
magnetic shielding fraction is essentially 100%; however,
there are substantial volume fractions of two other phases
present, as we will demonstrate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section describes the crystal growth, annealing treat-
ments, and the characterization methods [magnetization,
neutron diffraction, and muon-spin-rotation (µSR)]. In
Sec. III, we present and analyze the diffraction and µSR
data, followed by a description of the post-annealing
study in Sec. IV. The results are discussed in Sec. V
and summarized in Sec. VI. We will present studies of
the spin fluctuations by inelastic neutron scattering and
anisotropic resistivity as a function of magnetic field in
separate papers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Single crystals of La-Ca-2126 were grown by the TSFZ
method19. High purity powders of La2O3, CaCO3, and
CuO (99.99%) were mixed in their metal ratio, ground
well, and then sintered in a crucible. This grind-sinter
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FIG. 1. Volume magnetic susceptibility for samples SC45
(blue circles) and SC55 (red squares). Open symbols: Meiss-
ner fraction (measured on field cooling); filled symbols:
shielding fraction (zero-field cooling).

procedure was repeated three times in order to achieve a
homogeneous mixture, before the final feed-rod sintering,
performed with the rod hung vertically from a Pt wire in
a box furnace at 1100◦C for 72 hours in air. The Cu-rich
solvent material with lower melting point was prepared
through the same procedures, and then sintered at 950
◦C for 48 hours. Single-crystal growth was performed in
flowing oxygen gas (PO2

= 1 atm) in the floating-zone
furnace. During the crystal growth, the feed and seed
rods rotated in opposite directions at 30 rpm, to stir the
liquid zone, and simultaneously translated through the
heating zone at a velocity of 0.4 mm/h. After growth,
the resulting rod was cut into sections, with polished sec-
tions checked with an optical polarization microscope to
identify regions of single-crystal domain, allowing large
single crystals to be selected for the high-pressure anneal-
ing experiments.

The as-grown crystals of La-Ca-2126 are non-
superconducting. We induced superconductivity in large
crystals with both x = 0.10 and 0.15 by annealing under
a high-pressure mixture of 20% oxygen and 80% argon
in a hot isostatic press (HIP). The annealing was per-
formed at temperatures within 1130–1180◦C and pres-
sures within 0.55–0.69 GPa in two separate runs, with
run A lasting 31 hours and run B lasting 8 days 20.

Magnetization measurements were performed using a
commercial SQUID (superconducting quantum interfer-
ence device) magnetometer. The magnetic susceptibil-
ity χ was calculated assuming a density of 6.244 g/cm3,
which was calculated from the lattice constants listed in
Ref.3 assuming a composition of La1.9Ca1.1Cu2O6. The
susceptibility of two of the annealed crystals measured
in a field of 1 mT (with uncertain crystal orientation)
is shown in Fig. 1. While the Meissner fraction, mea-
sured while field cooling, is small, the shielding fraction,
obtained after zero-field cooling, is large.

Initial neutron scattering experiments were per-

formed on the SEQUOIA time-of-flight spectrometer
at the Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory21. Three crystals were used for neutron scat-
tering, which we label NSC, SC45, and SC55. NSC is an
as-grown, non-superconducting crystal with x = 0.10 and
mass 7.5g. SC45 is a 6.3 g crystal of x = 0.10 annealed
in run A. SC55 is a 7.4-g crystal of x = 0.15 annealed in
run B. As one can see from Fig. 1, SC45 has an onset of
diamagnetism at Tc = 45 K, while SC55 has Tc = 55 K.

While the inelastic scattering results will be reported
separately, the data in the elastic channel provided in-
teresting clues as to the structural phases in the sample,
motivating further measurements. Neutron diffraction
measurements were then performed on triple-axis spec-
trometers HB-1A and HB-1 at the High Flux Isotope
Reactor, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Sample SC55
was studied at HB-1A, where the incident energy was
Ei = 14.6 meV and horizontal collimations of 40′-40′-S-
40′-80′ were used. The elastic scans of SC45 were done on
a 1.2-g piece at HB-1 with Ei = 13.5 meV and horizontal
collimations 48′-40′-S-40′-120′.

Complementary µSR measurements were performed at
the πM3 beam line of the Paul Scherrer Institut (Switzer-
land), using the general purpose instrument (GPS), on an
NSC crystal and a piece of x = 0.10 annealed in run B,
which we will label SC55µ. Experiments were performed
both with the sample in zero field (ZF), to test for a finite
magnetic hyperfine field, and in a transverse field (TF)
of 3 mT, to probe the paramagnetic fraction in the nor-
mal state, or 30 mT, to probe the superconducting state.
The µSR spectra were analyzed in the time domain us-
ing least-squares optimization routines from the musrfit
software suite22.

Figure 2 shows measurements on the SC55µ sam-
ple, comparing the normalized diamagnetic response ob-
tained by weak-TF µSR and from a bulk susceptibility
measurement. Both measurements are quite consistent
with Tc ≈ 55 K.
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FIG. 2. Normalized susceptibility data for pieces of the SC55µ
sample. Red line: zero-field-cooled bulk susceptibility; blue
circles: diamagnetic shift of the internal field observed by
muons in a field of 30 mT.
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FIG. 3. Neutron diffraction intensities measured along Q = (0, 0, L) for the SC55 (red circles, measured on HB-1A) and SC45
(blue circles, measured on HB-1) crystals at T = 4 K. Intensity scale is in arbitrary units; data for the two samples have been
normalized at the (004) peak. Counting time was ∼ 5 s/pt, with an attenuator in the beam (to avoid detector saturation).
Top (bottom) panel uses a linear (logarithmic) intensity scale. The solid lines are model calcuations as described in the text.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A number of studies, largely on polycrystalline samples
of La-Sr/Ca-2126, have demonstrated that high-pressure
annealing can lead to secondary phases11,23,24. This be-
havior can depend on the concentration of Ca or Sr. We
have chosen to focus on x = 0.10 and 0.15 because previ-
ous work13 has indicated that these concentrations span
the composition range for which homogeneous, single-
phase samples can be prepared with the available oxygen
partial pressure during crystal growth. The high-pressure
annealing of the crystals, essential for achieving bulk su-
perconductivity, can result in some inhomogeneity. To
identify specific phases and relative volumes of secondary
phases in our superconducting crystals, we have com-
bined neutron diffraction and µSR measurements.

A. La-Ca-2126 and La-214

In an earlier study of a high-pressure annealed La-Ca-
2126 with x = 0.10, imaging with transmission electron
microscopy demonstrated the presence of intergrowth-
like thin layers of La2−xCaxCuO4 (La-214) within the
La-Ca-2126 matrix24. (Note that such layers were not
observed in an as-grown crystal.) From neutron diffrac-
tion measurements, such as those shown in Fig. 3, we
again find evidence for both phases. The sharp Bragg
peaks at (00L) with L an even integer come from the La-
Ca-2126 domains, while the La-214 phase shows up as
broad diffuse scattering with prominent peaks at L ∼ 3.2
and 8.9. (Other peaks, such as those at L ≈ 2.5, 5.1,
7.7, 10.2, and 12.8, come from a third phase that will be
discussed in the following subsection.)

To model these data, we created a random stacking
along the c axis of two structural units: 0.5 unit cell
of La2CaCu2O6 and 1.5 unit cells of La2CuO4. These
units are terminated by LaO layers, and there is a shift
of (0.5, 0.5, 0) applied between neighboring units. To
calculate the structure factor, structural parameters for
La-Ca-2126 were taken from1 and for La-214 from25,
where we take the space group to be I4/mmm in both
cases. The lattice parameters used for La-Ca-2126 are
a = 3.83 Å and c = 19.37 Å. For La-214, we started with
c = 13.1 Å, corresponding to the undoped bulk com-
pound; however, we found that the fit was considerably
improved by using c214 = 2

3c2126 = 12.91 Å.

If we allow that the La-214 layers have their a lattice
parameter epitaxially-constrained to match that of La-
Ca-2126, an expansion of 1.007, then the reduction in
c corresponds to a uniaxial strain of the unit cell that
does not change the unit cell volume. Given that Ca
solubility in La2CuO4 is limited and its presence tends
to change the lattice parameters in directions opposite
to the apparent strain26, it seems likely that the La-214
phase contains minimal Ca (x <∼ 0.1).

The model calculations shown in Fig. 3 correspond to
the square of the structure factor calculated with 29,500
La-Ca-2126 units and 3,500 La-214 units. These param-
eters are a compromise that is close to the best fit for
both samples. The intensity has been multiplied by an L-
dependent correction for spectrometer resolution volume;
the only differences between the two calculated curves
are due to the differences in spectrometer configurations
for the measurements of the two samples. We find that
this model gives a very good description of the measured
scattering. Taking into account the relative thicknesses
of the structural units, the calculation shown corresponds
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to an 80.8% volume fraction of La-Ca-2126 and 19.2% of
La-214. The actual best fits to each data set correspond
to a La-214 volume fraction of 17.7% for SC45 and 19.9%
for SC55. The difference between these values is compa-
rable to the uncertainty, but it suggests that the volume
of La-214 increases with annealing time and Tc.

B. La-8-8-20

Another phase that has been identified in La-Sr-2126
samples is La8−xSrxCu8O20 (La-8-8-20)11,23,27. This
phase was first reported in 1987 as La5SrCu6O15

7,28; the
proper formula per unit cell was later determined in a
neutron powder diffraction study27. Given the absence
of Sr in our samples and evidence (discussed in the next
subsection) that the relevant phase is an antiferromag-
netic insulator, we believe that our case corresponds to
x = 0. The phase is essentially a version of the perovskite
LaCuO3−δ with an ordered arrangement of oxygen vacan-
cies. Taking a0 as the average Cu-O-Cu distance, the unit
cell is tetragonal with a′ ≈ 2

√
2a0 and c′ ≈ a0. Extrap-

olating reported lattice parameters for finite x to x = 0
gives a′ ≈ 10.89 Å and c′ ≈ 3.85 Å, with a0 ≈ 3.85 Å.

We can fully explain the extra (00L) peaks in Fig. 3 if
the La-8-8-20 phase is oriented coherently with the La-
Ca-2126 phase, such that a [110] axis of the former is
parallel to the [001] axis of the latter. This identification
also allows us to explain an array of superlattice peaks
observed in the elastic channel of time-of-flight measure-
ments performed at SEQUOIA. An example of peaks in
the (H0L) zone for the SC55 sample is shown in Fig. 4,
together with peak positions and intensities calculated
from the reported structural parameters27. Based on the
analysis of Bragg peak intensities, we estimate that the
La-8-8-20 phase corresponds to ∼ 15% of the sample vol-

FIG. 4. (a) Elastic scattering obtained at SEQUOIA on the
SC55 sample at T = 4 K. Rings of scattering correspond to
powder diffraction from the Al sample holder and from the
sample itself. (b) Calculated diffraction pattern for the La-8-
8-20 phase using the structural parameters from27.

ume. The presence of this third phase then renormalizes
the fractions of the other phases to 69% La-Ca-2126 and
16% La-214.

C. Antiferromagnetism

Zero-field µSR data provide clear evidence for long-
range antiferromagnetic ordering in the NSC sample,
with two distinct precession frequencies in the µSR sig-
nal, corresponding (at low temperature) to the local
magnetic fields 37.7(1) mT (70% of the signal) and
102.6(3) mT (30% of the signal). The hyperfine fields
(sampled at only a few temperatures) grow substantially
on cooling, especially between 100 K and 5 K. Similar
measurements on the SC55µ sample provide evidence for
ordering, but without any coherent precession signal; in-
stead, a fast decaying µSR signal is found, which could
be due to a wide distribution of static fields. Figure 5
shows the temperature-dependent magnetic volume frac-
tions for the two samples determined from weak TF µSR.
Both samples show a significant enhancement of the mag-
netic volume fraction at low temperature.

The rise in magnetic volume and hyperfine fields at low
T in the NSC sample is reminiscent of related behavior in
lightly-doped La2−xSrxCuO4, with 0 < x < 0.02. There,
the Sr doping caused a reduction of the Néel tempera-
ture and of the hyperfine field observed by µSR29 and La
nuclear quadrupole resonance30, but the full hyperfine
field of the x = 0 system was recovered on cooling to low
temperature, with the recovery beginning below 30 K.
Neutron scattering studies later showed that the low-
temperature recovery corresponds to phase separation of
the doped holes into patches of diagonal spin stripes31.
The segregation of the holes allows the hyperfine field in
the commensurate antiferromagnetic regions to achieve
its full strength.

Returning to the NSC sample, previous neutron scat-
tering measurements on a similar as-grown La-Ca-2126
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FIG. 5. Magnetic volume fraction in the NSC and SC55µ
samples as determined from µSR measured in a weak trans-
verse field of 3 mT.
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FIG. 6. Neutron diffraction scans along Q = ( 1
2
, 1
2
, L) mea-

sured at T = 4 K (blue points) and 150 K (violet points)
on HB-1A. Background data (black points) measured at Q =
(0.45, 0.45, L) and T = 4. Three of the L values at which the
temperature dependence was followed in detail are indicated
by arrows.

crystal with x = 0.1 found a slight downturn in the mag-
netic Bragg peak intensity below 25 K; however, there
was a concomitant increase in the elastic diffuse magnetic
scattering from CuO2 bilayers3. It seems likely that these
changes reflect some type of segregation of a low density
of doped holes, which is associated with the rise in the or-
dered magnetic volume fraction below 50 K, as indicated
in Fig. 5.

For the SC55µ sample, a somewhat different interpre-
tation is required. Here we believe that none of the
magnetic order is in the La-Ca-2126 phase. The neu-
tron diffraction data discussed below indicate that the
magnetic order that onsets at ∼ 130 K is associated with
the La-8-8-20 phase. The upturn below 10 K is reminis-
cent of the spin-glass behavior observed in lightly-doped
La2−xSrxCuO4

32, and we propose that it is associated
with the thin La-214 layers. Based on the upturn tem-
perature, we infer doping by Ca to a hole concentration
of less than 0.1. Assuming that the behavior is similar
to that of the bulk, oxygen doping could not explain this
behavior since phase separation tends to yield an antifer-
romagnetic phase with a Néel temperature of ∼ 260 K
plus a superconducting phase33.

To characterize antiferromagnetic order in SC55, we
performed diffraction scans along ( 1

2 ,
1
2 , L), as shown in

Fig. 6. Much of the scattering is nuclear, such as the
broad diffuse scattering peaked at L ∼ 3.5, which is par-
tially reduced on warming from 4 K to 150 K. In con-
trast, the relatively sharp peaks at L = 0 and L = 2.53
have largely disappeared by 150 K. In Fig. 7, we com-
pare the temperature dependences of these peaks with
diffuse scattering at L = 3.2 and a strong La2126 struc-
tural superlattice peak at L = 6. The intensities of the
former peaks drop to zero at ∼ 130 K, consistent with the
magnetic ordering temperature from the µSR measure-
ments shown in Fig. 5, while the diffuse and structural
superlattice intensities only approach zero near 300 K.

The fact that the L = 0 and 2.53 peak intensities
show the same temperature dependence suggests that
they come from the same phase. The L value of 2.53

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of intensities for Q =
(0.5, 0.5, L) at several values of L, after appropriate back-
ground subtraction. Red squares: L = 0; black circles:
L = 2.53; violet diamonds: L = 3.2; green triangles: L = 6.

is uniquely consistent with the La-8-8-20 phase, corre-
sponding to a commensurate reflection. [In terms of the
cubic perovskite cell with a = 3.85 Å, it corresponds to
( 1
2 ,

1
2 ,

1
2 ).] Hence, it appears that the La-8-8-20 phase is

magnetic, and the corresponding magnetic volume frac-
tion for T >∼ 50 K is consistent with our diffraction es-
timate of about 15% sample volume. The upturn below
10 K is compatible with the net 17% volume of La-214
layers estimated from the analysis of the (00L) neutron
scattering data.

IV. POST-ANNEALING IN AIR

As a test, a 67-mg piece of the SC55 sample was
annealed in air at several different temperatures. As
a reference on mass change, a 92-mg as-grown, non-
superconducting crystal with x = 0.15 was included in
the annealing. Sample masses were measured before and
after each annealing, each annealing was for 24h, and
the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibil-
ity was measured (zero-field cooling) after each anneal.

The results are summarized in Fig. 8. We make the
assumption that any mass change corresponds to a vari-
ation in the oxygen content, and Fig. 8(a) shows the cu-
mulative change in oxygen content, normalized to the for-
mula unit. The first meaningful change in oxygen content
occurs from annealing at 900◦C, and it grows substan-
tially at 1000◦C. The superconducting Tc actually rises
to a maximum (60 K) after annealing at 700◦C, before
decreasing slightly at higher annealing temperatures, as
shown in Fig. 8(b). The relative superconducting vol-
ume (shielding) fraction seems to show small changes
that roughly correlate with Tc, but it plummets when
the oxygen content drops, as shown in Fig. 8(c).

V. DISCUSSION

We have assumed that the superconductivity in our
sample comes from the La-Ca-2126 phase, but we dis-
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FIG. 8. Results obtained from a series of 24h annealings
in air at steadily increasing temperatures. (a) Cumulative
change in oxygen content, normalized to the La-Ca-2126 for-
mula unit, estimated from mass changes for a piece of SC55
and an as-grown, non-superconducting piece of La-Ca-2126
with x = 0.15. (b) Resulting Tc after each annealing, deter-
mined from ZFC susceptibility at χ = −0.1. (c) Supercon-
ducting (shielding) volume at 40 K, relative to that of the
700◦C sample at 5 K, from the ZFC susceptibility data.

covered that the annealed crystals also contain two other
phases. Could one of the latter phases be responsible for
the superconductivity? We believe that the combination
of the neutron and µSR data make a convincing case that
the La-8-80-20 phase must be antiferromagnetic with a
Néel temperature of ∼ 130 K; such order is inconsistent
with superconductivity. La-214 can be superconducting;
however, the highest reported Tc due to Ca doping is just
34 K34. Oxygen doping of La-214 can raise Tc as high
as 45 K35; however, oxygen intercalation increases the
c lattice parameter36, which is inconsistent with the de-
creased c parameter inferred for our La-214 intergrowths.
Hence, we believe that the main source of the supercon-
ductivity in our crystals must be the La-Ca-2126 phase,
especially given the observed Tc of 55 K.

An unresolved issue for La-Ca-2126 concerns the mech-
anism for doping sufficient holes into the CuO2 planes
to achieve the observed superconducting transition tem-
peratures. Suppose we write the chemical formula as
La2−xCa1+xCu2O6+δ, to allow for oxygen interstitials or
vacancies. Then the effective hole concentration p per
Cu would be p = x/2 + δ, and the maximum Tc in a
given cuprate family, corresponding to “optimal” dop-
ing, typically occurs for popt ∼ 0.16. In principle, we

could achieve popt by using sufficient Ca, adding excess
oxygen, or using a combination of these components. If
we consider the composition originally studied by Cava
et al.4,37, La1.6Sr0.4CaCu2O6+δ with δ ∼ −0.07, applica-
tion of our formula gives p = 0.13, which is in the vicinity
of popt. There, the doping by excess alkaline-earth ions
was partially offset by oxygen vacancies.

Next, consider our samples and assume, for the mo-
ment, that δ = 0 and that we have a single phase in the
superconducting samples. For x = 0.10, we would get
p = 0.05, which would generally be too low to realize su-
perconductivity; increasing x to 0.15 only just crosses the
anticipated threshold into the superconducting regime.
One might imagine that annealing in high-pressure oxy-
gen would increase the oxygen content of the sample, rais-
ing p towards popt. A few studies have used neutron pow-
der diffraction to analyze the change in oxygen occupancy
due to such annealing, including consideration of vacan-
cies at regular lattice sites and additional atoms at an
extra oxygen site within the CuO2 bilayers10,14,38; how-
ever, the associated change in hole concentration would
only appear to be ∆p ∼ 0.03 (with a large spread in re-
sults), and this would not be sufficient to shift the Tc of
our samples from zero to 60 K.

Of course, our crystals have extra phases in them, and
we believe that the formation of these secondary phases
is essential to the doping process. The key point is that
the La-214 and La-8-8-20 phases contain very little Ca
compared to the La-Ca-2126 phase. We start with a
nominally uniform composition of La-Ca-2126 with an
excess Ca concentration of x. Removing quantities of
the elements La, Cu, and O to form La-214 and La-8-
8-20 phases will increase the Ca concentration to x′ in
the remaining La-Ca-2126 phase. (A small amount of
Ca in the La-214 phase has only a small impact on x′.)
Using the estimated phase fractions, a simple analysis
yields x′ ∼ 0.6, which, in the absence of oxygen vacan-
cies, would predict p � popt

39. Based on the fact that
the Tc’s of our samples are comparable to the maximum
values obtained in previous studies, we assume that the
actual hole concentration cannot be more than slightly
beyond optimal doping.

In equilibrium, the relative volumes of the various
phases should be controlled by the chemical potential.
Kinetics may limit whether we reach equilibrium. The
hole concentration in the La-Ca-2126 phase is also asso-
ciated with a chemical potential. As the volume fraction
of the secondary phases increases, a constant chemical
potential could cause oxygen vacancies to develop in the
La-Ca-2126 phase to compensate for the growing Ca con-
centration. This may keep our superconducting samples
from reaching the over-doped regime.

This surprising doping mechanism also seems to be
compatible with the observation that the final Tc of a
crystal does not seem to depend on the initial value of
x (for our narrow range of x), but only the length of
time spent at high pressure. We have observed that the
volume fraction of La-214 is increased by a longer an-
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nealing time. Note that we have attempted to maintain
the same temperature during annealing; we have not yet
studied the impact of varying the annealing temperature
in a controlled fashion. If doping were controlled by in-
troducing excess oxygen into La-Ca-2126, then we would
expect that the oxygen content should be determined by
the annealing temperature and pressure; changing the
annealing time at a fixed temperature and pressure might
impact the transition width, but it should not affect the
onset Tc. Instead, we see sharp transitions with Tc val-
ues that depend on time alone. Given the large inferred
value of x′ in the La-Ca-2126 phase, it may be possible
to attain a more modest value of x′ and achieve super-
conductivity, with a smaller volume fraction of secondary
phases, by annealing at a somewhat lower temperature.
This will be tested in the future.

The impact of the post-annealing on Tc will require fur-
ther work to explain. Does it involve a tuning of the dop-
ing through a change in concentration of the secondary
phases, or possibly a relaxation of strain between epitax-
ial phases or ordering of oxygen interstitials/vacancies?
Resolving this will require a careful structural analysis of
samples at various stages of post annealing.

VI. SUMMARY

We have grown large crystals of La2−xCa1+xCu2O6

with x = 0.10 and 0.15. The crystals are non-
superconducting as grown. Superconductivity has been
induced by annealing in ∼ 0.12 GPa partial pressure of

O2 at T ∼ 1150◦C. We have obtained crystals with sharp
transitions at either Tc = 45 K or 55 K, with Tc growing
with annealing time.

We have used neutron scattering and µSR to character-
ize the structural and magnetic phases in these crystals.
The as-grown crystals are essentially single phase, with
significant antiferromagnetic order. The superconduct-
ing crystals, in contrast, contain two secondary epitaxial
phases, La2−xCaxCuO4 and La8Cu8O20. The La-8-8-
20 phase exhibits antiferromagnetic order below 130 K,
while the La-214 may develop spin-glass order below
10 K. It appears that the formation of the secondary
phases enhances the Ca concentration of the La-Ca-2126
phase, and it is the resulting change in hole-doping that
induces the superconductivity.
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